Game of chromes
By Marvin Nacionales

with the camera. Use any
apps you have on your phone,
including the internet!

Whether you’re looking
for a fun family card game,
an icebreaker activity, or a
new type of phone game to
play with
students during
virtual class, Game of
Game of chromes is virtual Chromes brings people togame where all you need is gether through the technology
your smartphone and a we use every day.
chrome book to take on
The winner is whoever
creative and
unexpected
challenges. It’s the ultimate completes the task within the
given time.
digital scavenger hunt!
This game can be a good
Respond to challenges by
finding things like messag- alternative for outdoor sport
es or photos on your during this time of pandemic.
smartphone, or taking selfies
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Upcoming Events:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Dec. 18: Grades Close for Q2 Report
January 5 , 2021-Students Return
January 15 , 2021– 100th Day
January 29, 2021-Quarter 2 Awards Assembly
February 4 - 5,2021: P/T Conferences
February 15, 2021-President’s Day
Cards (Post 19 grades by 4:00 p.m.)
March 12, 2021-12 End of Quarter 3
March 15 - 19, 2021-Spring Break
March 22 - April 30, 2021- AZ Science
March 24, 2021– Quarter 3Awards Assembly
April 5 - April 30, 2021 CBT: AzM2 Testing
(Writing must be completed by April 16)
13. May 19, 2021-Quarter 4 Awards Assembly
14. May 21, 2021-Last day of school

Academic Coach's Updates
By Glozie Lariza

Sanders Elementary School aims to
provide quality Basic Education to its students with the help and support of parents.
The following are important updates for
parents. First, under Arizona’s Move on
When Reading policy is designed to provide
students with evidence-based, effective
reading instruction in kindergarten through
third grade in order to position them for
success as they progress through school,
college, and career. The legislation in A.R.S
§15-701, A.R.S §15-704, and A.R.S §15-211
explains the requirements for pupil promotion, early literacy instruction, and accountability for student achievement in reading.
Here is the link for Parents to
view to be aware of the MOWR Policy:https://youtu.be/t3Rd8m5xr9s .Parents can
also check the Arizona department of Education Website and read further information,
type in https://www.azed.gov/mowr this state
Policy led to Sanders Elementary school
adopting a core reading program which
is
SAVVAS REALIZED its the K-12
digital platform that SES has adopted since
October of 2018.
SES Teachers were
providing differentiated support that catered to the
unique needs of all SES learners, as per
MOWR policy that the core curriculum needs
to meet the 5 essential components of instruction that are necessary to develop a
student’s oral language, decoding and encoding skills, fluency, academic vocabulary, and
reading comprehension.
Next Teachers and the Instructional Coach do a plan on a weekly basis for
their instruction. This is based upon data we
called it“ data-driven instruction” wherein
the information gathered from their learning
results is used to determine what comes next
in instruction. Within a classroom, data
comes in two forms: formative and summative that is why taking the weekly assessment
for ELA , the Quick Check for Math, Lesson
Quiz for Social Studies and Science is very
important, the same also for the Unit Assessment, Topic assessment, Chapter Assessment, based from the results Teachers and
the coach take into consideration the pacing
of instruction, the data generated will also
then be a factor to consider in selecting
the standards and the focus skill within that

standards for remediation and reinforcement
to improve achievement for students.
Furthermore SES Students from
k-5th will be taking the state assessment
which is the AzM2, this is the statewide
achievement test for Arizona students. Arizona public school students in Grades 3 - 8 and
grade 10 (cohort 2023 in 2020-2021 school
year) will take the grade level AzM2 assessments in English Language Arts and Mathematics and Aims Science for 5th Grade. The
computer Based Testing Window will be
open from : Apr il 5 - April 30, 2021
(Writing must be completed by April 16).
Thus the Coach and the teachers are preparing all SES students for the state test and for
the Az Science Test window will be open
from March
22 to April 30,2021.
Sanders Elementary School is in
an Improvement Plan I started as a coach
June 2018 and the letter grade of the school is
an F after a year of following, implementing
what must be done with all the hard work of
SES teaching force and staff currently the
letter grade is a D, that is why the Goal is
move SES to become an A school but, it
entails hard work, cooperation, fidelity in the
instructions and the commitment of everyone
to put all our cents to improved achievement.
Finally, this is to inform parents
and community that students needs to attend
their synchronous class time religiously
because this is the moment wherein teacher
provide that instructions to explain and
discuss the content lesson and the focus skill
to be learn for the week that way when the
students be on their own for their asynchronous time to work on the different assignments they can answer it independently on
their own. If the students fail to join due to
health and other emergencies check the
Landing Page of the Teacher in the Google
Classroom, all instructional video and the
lesson slide is also available for viewing
under classwork under a category Teacher’s
Instructional Video, teachers knew that this is
a means to help students view anytime the
lesson content for support. Take note also that
during asynchronous time if the students have
a hard time completing classwork and assignment teachers are always available via
google meet, google hangout or in any
means of communication the teacher provides from the beginning. If you have further questions and need clarity you may email
me at glozielariza@sandersusd.net.
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3rd Grade Virtual Class during synchronous learning via google meet.

CBAS-1 data: a closer look
By Glozie Lariza

Sanders Elementary School administers
a quarterly District mandated Comprehensive Blueprint Assessment Series (CBAS) to measure the progress of the student’s learning in Math, ELA
and Science.
Looking at the data, all grade levels
were able to take the test online. MP means Minimally Proficient wherein all students in this
bracket are needing intensive support in instruction the same with PP that means Partially Proficient. Students under the P means Proficient and
HP means Highly Proficient that indicates that all
students in those two columns have mastered the
essential
standards
for
the
quarter.
Interpreting the data, one can directly
identify the grade level needing maximum support and supervision to help the struggling stu-

Online classes has been the
new normal at Sanders Elementary
School since the opening of
classes to Arizona Department of
Education
state
guidelines
roadmap in re-opening of school .
“Sanders Elementary School
provides online instruction daily
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday via Google
Meet using SAVVAS Realized
and Google Classroom as platforms for learning”, SES Academic Coach Glozie Lariza said.
SAVVAS has served as
the
adopted core curriculum.
Distance Learning
Schedule was created to adopt the state
mandate minutes of Instructions
for Synchronous and Asynchro-

nous Instructions.
All
students will access assignments
online through SAVVAS Realized
that were assigned via Google
Classroom.
Students meet synchronously through
google meet and teachers provide
support during asynchronous
learning via google hangout, meet,
text or email whenever students
need help.
Fast
ForWord is also a supplemental
program that all SES students
access 30 minutes daily to support
reading.
“All
students need to take the formative and summative assessment
given online to measure whether
they mastered the standard and the
focus skill being taught for the
week”, Lariza added.

dents master the standard to pass the CBAS
#2 tests and the content area.
The data directs teachers and the
coach for the next 9 weeks of instruction that
will prepare all SES students for the next CBAS
Assessment.
Technically all students under MP and
PP were failing students that needed intervention.
SES teachers had identified the students and the intervention time to target instruction and intervention.
However, student’s attendance has
been one of the main problems faced by teachers
because only few students are attending the synchronous instruction.
Students must join the scheduled time
for meeting to help improve instructions and
improve student achievement in preparation for
The (Comprehensive Blueprint Assessment Series) CBAS the next District Assessment or CBAS #2.
1 Data of SES during the 1st Quarter for S.Y. 2020-2021.

SUSD celebrates Native American Week
By Lena Thompson

Sanders Unified School District
held a virtual Native American Week on
November 16-20, which aims to share the
culture, traditions, music, crafts, dance, and
ways and concepts of life of Navajos.
SES started off the week by hosting
Rock Your Mocs Day with Damian Jones who
demonstrated how to make moccasin and
relating it to Navajo’s way of life.
On the 2nd day, VHS hosted Tsiiyeel (Navajo Hair bun) Day where Shannon
Scott shared recordings of two colleagues
presenting the significance of our traditional
Tsiiyeel, and demonstrating the proper way of
wearing a Tsiiyeel for both men and women.
SMS hosted Naalyehe (Navajo
Jewelry) Day on 3rd day with Ephram Anderson who discussed how weaving was a significant part of Navajo culture. Moreover, Dr.
Nancy Maryboy and Dr. David Begay also

talked about Seeing the Skies Through Navajo
Eyes. They discussed Astronomy and how it
pertains to Navajo culture. They also talked
about various projects related to Navajo Culture and Astronomy. A highlight from this
presentation was the creation story of the stars
and how the trickster Coyote, after placing one
star in the far south for himself, threw all the
remaining crystal seeds (stars) up into the sky
while others were designing the stars to have
meaning and purpose.
On 4th day, SES hosted Native
Designs (clothes) Day and invited Damian
Jones who did Nijilloii (Blue Corn Tamale) demonstration.
VHS hosted Traditional Attire on
the final day where Miss Navajo Nation Shandiin Parrish inspired the students of Sanders
Unified School District by sharing her story.
Dr. Nancy Maryboy as she discusses about Navajo Astronomy during the Virtual Native American
Week.

SES holds virtual awards ceremony
By Marvin Nacionales

Superintendent Kim Pearce giving an inspirational message during the Virtual Awards
Assembly.

Find and circle all the synonyms for the word clever.

Sanders Elementary Schools held its
first ever Virtual Awards Assembly through the
initiative of Academic Involvement Committee,
October 16.
“If you are planning for a year sow rice,
if you are planning for a decade plant trees, if you
are planning for a lifetime educate,” Superintendent
Kim Pearce said in his inspirational
message.
PreK-2nd Grade started at 8:15 a.m. –
9:00 a.m. and was followed by 3rd-5th Grade at
9:15 a.m.– 10:00 am.
“I am proud of our students for working
so hard and learn how to learn by distance learning”, Principal Tari Hardy said in her welcome
message.
There are seven awards given to students : Principal’s Honor Roll (students who

receive all A’s in all of their classes), Honor
Roll (students who receive at least one A and
B’s in all of their classes).
Most Improved (students who have
shown the most academic improvement), Citizenship Award (students who exhibited the following
characteristics: obeying the school rules, obeying
the classroom rules, arriving to school/virtual meeting on time, coming to school/ virtual meeting
prepared, being a responsible SES student, and
looking out for the welfare of others).
Perfect Attendance (students who have
perfect attendance), Blue and Gold Pirate (students
who exhibited the following characteristics: serving
as a role model and leadership ability). Most Valuable Parent (recognizes a parent who is highly
involved in their child's education).
“Thank you for everyone’s presence
today as we celebrate the success of our students,”
Academic Coach Glozie Lariza said in her closing
remarks.

Marvin Nacionales, 3rd grade taught
parents how to
access google classroom, how to
find assignments, how to turn in assignments, how to
By Rebecca Mitchell
attach assignments, and many other helpful tips using
Sanders Elementary Schools hosted the the Chromebook.
first Virtual Tech Night through the initiative of
Parents were given the chance to ask
Parent Involvement Committee, October 1.
“ This Tech Night aims to answer the questions after the presentation to give answer to
common questions of students and parents regarding their questions and confusions.
online learning”, Lena Thompson said.
Throughout the event, the Parent InvolveGlozie Lariza, Instructional Coach of SES ment Committee handed out water and popcorn to
was the first presenter who discussed about how to parents who attended the .
access student’s device and email.
“This event has surely helped our students
The next presenter was Talena Hess, 1st and their parents by providing answers to their comgrade teacher who taught parents how to navigate monly asked questions”, Principal Tari Hardy said.
student’s iPad.
Tech Night flyer created by Parent Involvement Committee informing the community
of the event.
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SES hosts tech night
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Keshmish Baa
Hozho

Happy about Christmas
(Christmas is Happiness)

(Navajo)

Translated by : Julia Silentman

(English)

Keshmish yistle daane’i bii’ daaheelgo dahnaastsooz
Keshmish t’iis nizhoni hadiilyaago
ii’a
Keshmish baa hozho
Keshmish hodeezyeel at’e
Keshmish sih hasin at’e
Keshmish baa hozho
Keshmish ayoo’o’o’ni at’e
Keshmish dloh il hozho at’e
Keshmish baa hozho

Translated by : Julia Silentman
Christmas stockings full of toys hanging
Christmas tree beautifully decorated
Happy about Christmas (Christmas is
Happiness)

Christmas is peace
Christmas is hope
Happy about Christmas (Christmas is
Happiness)
Christmas is love
Christmas is laughter and joy
Happy about Christmas (Christmas is
Happiness)

Hardy: If we’re not laughing,
we’re not learning
By Marvin Nacionales

Sanders Elementary School
has a new principal for S.Y. 20202021.
“ I am so happy to be your
principal, and am really eager to
work together with you.” Principal
Hardy said in an interview.
Ms. Tari D. Hardy has been
the principal of Sanders Middle
School since 2018, and is honored to
also begin serving as the principal of
Sanders Elementary School starting

in the fall of 2020.
Having taught every grade
from kindergarten through 8th grade,
and every subject at the 8th grade
level, Ms. Hardy has a great deal of
insight to offer in support of both
schools. Her previous position was as
Principal of Lowell Junior High in
Bisbee, Arizona. Ms. Hardy has 20
years’ experience as a culturallyresponsive educator.
“My number one priority is
to watch and learn from you folks as
we get to know each other. My next
priority is to support the Integrated
Action Plan that you all created last
year. I’m determined to emerge victorious over all the action steps that

Gover: Give your best everyday
By Marvin Nacionales

Maybe then, maybe not
Anonymous

And maybe the universe,
would sprinkle chances again.
So we can dance under a thousand peeking stars,
with dreams scattered on places,
where the wind blows.
And maybe it decides to be kinder once more,
so we can wrap around each other’s arms.
And pretend like aliens,
watching the moon as it glows.
Maybe then,
Maybe not.
But for now,
I am trapped in poetries,
I’m too scared to read.
Stuck on pages ,I don’t want to remember.
And you were halfway there,
burning bridges and rewriting dreams to come true!

Bravery
Anonymous
They say it’s bravery,
but it’s torture to let you go.
So you could chase your dreams,
and watch your back fading in a distant.
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Keshmish Nish’iigo Shil Nizhoni
(Navajo)

Translated by : Julia Silentman
Keshmish yistle nish’iigo shil nizhoni
Keshmish alch’i’ adaalyaaigii nish’iigo shil nizhoni
Yoo’ diits’a nish’iigo shil nizhoni
Keshmish t’iis nish’iigo shil nizhoni
Aadoo Hastiin Keshmish shinil’iigo shil nizhoni

I Like to See Christmas
(English)
Translated by : Julia Silentman
Author Unknown
I like to see the stockings
I like to see the gifts
I like to see the bells
I like to see the tree
And I like to see Santa
Looking at me!

Charles Gover, M.A.

Former SES Principal
Current VHS Principal
Sanders Unified School District

Certified Employee of
the Month

Sanders
Elementary
School Principal Charles Gover left
a legacy as he move to Valley High
School
for
S.Y.
2020-2021.
“Give you best everyday
and live everyday as though you are
being evaluated,” Gover said in an
interview.
Mr. Charles Gover has
been employed in education for the
past 30+ years. His background
experience includes everything from
a substitute teacher and classroom
aide through principal and Interim
Superintendent.

Classified Employee
of the Month

your team felt were important under
that plan,” Hardy said in an interview.
“If we’re not laughing,
we’re not learning!” Hardy said
when asked what is her motto as a
principal.
Ms. Hardy welcomes parent and community input, and looks
forward to meeting with stakeholders
to find solutions to issues that impact
students and families.
She is looking forward to
getting to know the people at SES
and building a trust and rapport with
everyone.
Tari D. Hardy, M. Ed., M.T.E
PreK-8 Principal
Sanders Unified School District

He has successfully taught
7th to 12th grade and has coached
8th grade to High School Varsity
State Championship level teams for
both boys’ and girls’ athletics.
“I began my classroom
experience in Special Education as a
classroom aide. During that time, I
obtained my Bachelor of Arts in
Secondary Education degree along
with Arizona Teacher Certification
from Prescott College. I began
working as an itinerant teacher
working both in junior high and high
school.” Gover added.
During his tenure, he has
served as a department chair, superintendent’s advisory committee,
teacher liaison for the Native American Parents Advisory Committee

Student of the Month
(Prek-2nd Grade)

(NAPAC) and has served as a sports
club sponsor and mentor. He has
established good working relationship with parents, teachers and
coaching peers, as well as members
of different communities. He believes that his successful teaching/
coaching career has molded him to
assume leadership positions.
“We have students who
can compete anywhere, we just need
to coach and motivate them to be
able to do it,” Gover said.
“ A truly effective school
is when students come to class prepared to learn, teachers teaching
engaging and relevant lessons, and
parents are highly involved in their
child’s education ,” Gover added.

Student of the Month
(3rd- 5th Grade)

Patience
Internet so slow,
and the assignments do not show.
Patience. Just be patient.
Friend
Someone who gives hope,
Brings joy and happiness
And believes in us when no else will.

Melissa Danny
2nd Grade Teacher
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Ricardo Araiza
Custodial/Maintenance Staff

Nicholias Roan
Kindergarten

Madison Six
3rd Grade

Challenges in teaching and learning at SUSD during
COVID-19
The COVID19 pandemic took
the world by
surprise.
Globally, everything
has
stopped. Projects
have been delayed, workplaces closed and
schools
shut
down. The world
seems to have
ground to a halt
because of the
novel
corona-

virus.

However, teachers at Sanders Unified School District continue
to provide education through online learning via Google Meet with
their students. The model is currently the best alternative as keeping
schools open poses a safety risk for students.

SES Hawk Mascot
By Tyrone Joe

The Sanders Elementary School hawk
mascot and its school colors are no more. Replaced by the pirate mascot and the colors of blue
and gold. The original SES colors of turquoise,
silver, and black, to my knowledge, were chosen
to represent the Navajo jewelry colors that are a
large part of our community and culture. The
Hawk, a bird which I’ve personally seen flying
above during my times outside at SES. I’ve seen it
during my recess duties and during flag football
practices. During our undefeated season of flag
football, I’ve seen it soaring in the skies above us
during some of our away flag football games. I
always considered this a good sign for our team as
the Hawk can be considered spiritual, revered for
its feathers, much like the eagle’s feathers, which
are used in many ceremonies within our culture.
Many of the SES staff miss and still
favor the Hawk mascot and previous school colors. Many of the staff still wear their Hawks attire,
a display of pride that was, and is still evident,
despite the new pirate mascot and colors. Some
staff, including myself, have accumulated an array
of Hawks merchandise over the years, with some
current and previous staff members inquiring if
there will be a Hawk merchandise catalog for
orders this academic year. Alas, Hawk pride is still
evident and strong here at SES.
Please don’t misinterpret my words as
belittling the pirate mascot. Many times have I
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Teachers at SES are having struggles in delivering quality online instructions to students. There are so many challenges that
hinders the delivery of effective and efficient learning. The latest
federal data shows that 14% of students, or 14 million students
across America, do not have Internet access at home. This presents
an enormous task to states and counties looking to implement elearning programs.
Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, the digital divide or
homework gap did not get as much attention as it deserved. It’s
always been an issue lingering in the background but was often
pushed low on the priority list. Now, the inequities it presents for
millions of students across the country especially here at the reservation is certainly getting a lot more focus and coverage.
Many of our students here at SES have limited Internet
access at home. There are some area that is considered dead spot
with no signal at all. So most of our students cannot join the daily
synchronous meet and cannot access the online assignments given
by the teachers in Google Classroom.
One possible solution is the use of School Bus WiFi.
Kajeet’s SmartBus WiFi solution is already being used by schools
to provide Internet access to up to 65 students at a time when placed
in strategic locations across town or in the school’s parking lot during specific hours.
Together we can make it by doing our part to overcome
the challenges brought by COVID-19.

attended VHS sporting events where I’ve enthusiastically cheered, “Pirates!” Even as far back when
VHS was atop the hill overlooking the valley,
where SMS is now located, I cheered “go pirates!”
I will continue to cheer VHS on, where many of
my former students and players now call themselves Pirates. But being at SES since 2001, I’ve
developed a kinship with the school’s Hawk mascot and colors - especially since both permeate the
Navajo culture and community, which makes my
bond that much stronger.
My reasoning is the pirate does not
permeate our Navajo culture. You’ll have far
greater luck seeing a Hawk soaring majestically
above or coming across a Hawk feather laying
upon the ground, having it blessed and using it as a
Navajo spiritual token. My point is that there is
more of a cultural tie with the Hawk mascot and
the turquoise, silver, and black colors to our community and culture as opposed to a pirate. Do we
feel associated culturally with the pirate (aside
from the community association with the school
mascot)? An online Google search for the definition of a pirate yielded, “a person who robs or
commits illegal violence at sea or on the shores of
the sea. a ship used by such persons. any plunderer, predator, etc.” Is there an ocean around our
community for a pirate, let alone a ship?
If you think about it further, a Hawk is
more gender neutral compared to a pirate, which is
more commonly assumed to be a male. Here at
SES, where the students are very young, the Hawk
was more applicable due to the gender neutrality
and non-age specific. Whereas, a pirate, might be
viewed as older and stereotypically, as a bearded,

or whiskered male figure - far from the image of
our young students.
With the pirate now the mascot for all
schools in the district, it’s safe to assume that the
pirate colors will also replace the SMS maroon
and gold. The SES and SMS school building colors may become blue and gold. Will the maroon
and gold gym banners of sports accomplishments be replaced, or will they continue to hang
in a gym colored blue and gold? Will the Brave
mascot at center court of the SMS gym be replaced
by a pirate logo? Will Pirate sports uniforms replace the SMS Braves and SES Hawks unis at
each school as well? Or will SMS receive previous VHS pirate uniforms from years past, while
VHS receives new ones? And for SES? Will they
too receive previous VHS uniforms? I personally
don’t foresee adult sized uniforms fitting much
younger sized students.
Either way, from new uniforms to
repainting building colors and gym floors, in order
to align the pirate mascot and its colors across the
district will undoubtedly be a financial undertaking. Regardless, I cannot change this decision. I
can only reminisce and continue to love the former
SES mascot and colors. Alas, these are only my
opinions and not meant to circumvent, but merely,
to shed some light on how the Hawk and our former school colors have more spiritual and cultural
significance as opposed to a pirate. Let me close
by saying, Go SES Hawks - your spirit and pride
still resides within me.

Newly Hired Teachers and Staff

Laura Shurley Olivas, 4th Grade
- Science and Math Teacher

Talena Hess, 1st Grade General Education Teacher

Rodel Alvez, Music Teacher

Rebecca Mitchell,
Kindergarten - General
Education Teacher

Shelly Nez, Special Education Paraprofessional 2nd
& 4th Grade

Top Performing Students

Jahsyrim Keel - 4th Grade
Elijah Flood - 5th Grade
From Top (Left to Right) Jahsyrim K eel , Tatum Henry Matthew Randles , Sampson James , Talin James, Tatum
Dempsey, Preaura Harrison, Starlaya Harrison - Music

Madison Six-3rd

Jules Allen –PreK

Notah Dawes– 3rd Grade
Ava Chee– 3rd Grade
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Logan Joe– 3rd Grade
Aliyah Flood– 3rd Grade

Tanna’ai Tsosie– 3rd Grade

